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This is a list of studio albums released by R. Kelly. There are currently 19. Kelly was just 20 years old when he signed a recording contract with Columbia Records. R. Kelly has built up a large discography of hit songs, including three UK . Lovato, “I Think I’m Ready,” has a slowly building drum beat over a hip-hop piano riff, while “Tried to Hide My Love for You” opens with a repetitive,. Category:R. Kelly
Kelly, R Category:Pop music discographiesSecret Service laments delayed flight The Secret Service acknowledged on Monday that the plane carrying President Barack Obama and his traveling staff was significantly delayed in arriving in Washington, D.C. "Due to the physical activities associated with the trip, the president and his travel staff arrived about 1 1/2 hours later than planned," Secret Service
spokesman Ed Donovan said in a statement. The Secret Service did not, however, say whether the president or his staff had been roughed up or frisked on the way into Washington. It was originally scheduled to depart Washington's Dulles International Airport at 8:30 a.m., arriving at the capital's Reagan National Airport at 10:28 a.m. In fact, it landed on the tarmac at the airport in Washington, D.C., around
9:30 a.m. The Secret Service later revealed that the president's team was delayed while en route to the capital by the FAA for the "delayed takeoff and landing of the president's flight." The White House said Obama "delighted in a quick trip to Washington," adding that he had other priorities on his agenda -- including several receptions for foreign dignitaries and business leaders at the White House. The Secret
Service said it was the first time in Obama's presidency that the presidential aircraft has been delayed in taking off. export default (config) => { const { modelName } = config const model = modelName || 'MessageListPage' return { modelName, data () { return { // 颜色选�
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Note 1: With the exception of Year of the Snake, above, all albums listed are certified . Note 2: In the UK, Kelly was nominated for the "Best Male Pop Artist" at the 1992 Brit Awards. List of songs recorded by American singer R. Kelly .Q: undefined method `-' when using methods in a new class I am using the Rails 4.2.6 version. I have this methods inside my models/users.rb file. def
self.areas_of_interest(options) Area.all.order("name asc") end I have a new class called Courses. I am using "courses" method inside my view in a loop I have also created a Courses controller class CoursesController I have used the title attribute in my views and the method works fine for title. But not working with course. A: In your Course model you defined an areas_of_interest method. This method is
defined in the User model (this is where I assumed you defined this method). You are getting an error because when you call courses.each you are asking ruby to run courses.areas_of_interest but ruby doesn't know what areas_of_interest is. To fix this you need to specify the area_of_interest options. Something like this: If you are not using Rails4 you need to call the method on the course model. Something
like this: Q: How to implement an activity with list in the 2d92ce491b
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